In combinatorics, the probabilistic method is a very powerful tool to prove the existence of combinatorial objects with interesting and useful properties. Explicit constructions of objects with such properties are often very difficult, or unknown. In computer science, probabilistic algorithms are sometimes simpler and more efficient than the best known deterministic algorithms for the same problem.
Introduction

The Probabilistic Method in Combinatorics
In extremal combinatorics, the probabilistic method is the following approach to proving existence of objects with certain properties: prove that a random object has the property with positive probability. This simple idea has beem amazingly successful, and it gives the best known bounds for most problems in extremal combinatorics. The idea was introduced (and, later, greatly developed) by Paul Erdős [18] , who originally applied it to the following question: define R(k, k) to be the minimum value n such that every graph on n vertices has either an independent set of size at least k or a clique of size at least k; 1 It was known that R(k, k) is finite and that it is at most 4 k , and the question was to prove a lower bound. Erdős proved that a random graph with 2 k/2 vertices has a positive probability of having no clique and no independent set larger than k, and so R(k, k) ≥ 2 k/2 . The method, of course, gives no indication of how to actually construct a large graph with no small clique and no small independent set. Remarkably, in the past 60 years, there has been no asymptotic improvement to Erdős's lower bound and, perhaps more significantly, the best explicit construction of a graph without a clique of size k and without an independent set of size k has only about k log k vertices [20] , a bound that has not improved in 25 years.
Shannon [59] independently applied the same idea to prove the existence of encoding schemes that can optimally correct from errors in a noisy channel and optimally compress data. The entire field of information theory arose from the challenge of turning Shannon's non-constructive results into algorithmic encoding and decoding schemes. We will return to the problem of encodings for noisy channels in Section 2. Around the same time, Shannon [60] applied the probabilistic method to prove the existence of boolean function of exponential circuit complexity (see Section 4) . Proving that certain specific boolean functions (for example, satisfiability of boolean formulae or 3-colorability of graphs) require exponential size circuits is a fundamental open problem in computational complexity theory, and little progress has been made so far.
The probabilistic method has found countless applications in the past 60 years, and many of them are surveyed in the famous book by Alon and Spencer [4] .
For most problems in extremal combinatorics, as well as in information theory and complexity theory, probabilistic methods give the best known bound, and explicit constructions either give much worse bounds, or they give comparable bounds but at the cost of technical tours de force.
Probabilistic Methods in Computer Science
In computer science, an important discovery of the late 1970s was the power of probabilistic algorithms. The most famous (and useful) of such algorithms are probably the polynomial time probabilistic algorithms for testing primality of integers [65, 47] . In these algorithms, one looks for a "certificate" that a given number n is composite; such a certificate could be for example an integer a such that a n ≡ a (mod n), or four distinct square roots (mod n) of the same integer. Rabin, Solovay and Strassen [65, 47] proved that there is a good chance of finding such certificates just by picking them at random, even though no efficient method to deterministically construct them was known. 2 Other two important and influential algorithms were discovered around the same time: an algorithm to test if two implicitly represented multivariate polynomials are identical [85, 56] (evaluate them at a random point chosen from a domain larger than the degree) and an algorithm to check if two vertices in a graph are connected by a path [2] (start a random walk at the first vertex, and see if the second vertex is reached after a bounded number of steps). 3 A different type of probabilistic algorithms was developed starting in the late 1980s with the work of Sinclair and Jerrum [61] . These algorithms solve approximate "counting" problems, where one wants to know the number of solutions that satisfy a given set of combinatorial constraints. For example, given a bipartite graph, one would like to know, at least approximately, how many perfect matching there are. 4 Sinclair and Jerrum introduced an approach based on a reduction to the problem of approximately sampling from the uniform distribution of all possible solutions. Since the latter problem involves randomness in its very definition, this approach inevitably leads to probabilistic algorithms.
The Computational Theory of Pseudorandomness
In light of such algorithmic results, it was initially conjectured that probabilistic algorithms are strictly more powerful than deterministic ones and that, for example, there exist problems that can be solved probabilistically in polynomial time but that cannot be solved in polynomial time using deterministic algorithms.
This belief has been overturned by developments in the computational theory of pseudorandomness. The theory was initiated by Blum, Goldwasser, Micali and Yao [22, 9, 84] , with the motivation of providing sound foundations for cryptography. From the very beginning, Yao [84] realized that the theory also provides conditional derandomization results, that is, theorems of the form "if assumption X is true, then every problem that can be solved by a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm can also be solved by a deterministic algorithm of running time Y."
Yao [84] showed that we can take X to be "there is no polynomial time algorithm that on input a random integer finds its prime factorization" 5 and Y to be "time 2 n ǫ for every ǫ > 0." An important project in complexity theory in the 1980s and 1990s was to strengthen Y to be "polynomial time" with a plausible X. The goal was achieved in a landmark 1997 paper by Impagliazzo and Wigderson [31] , building on a considerable body of previous work.
At a very high level, the Impagliazzo-Wigderson result is proved in two steps. The first step (which is the new contribution of [31] ) is a proof that an assumption about the worst-case complexity of certain problems implies a seemingly stronger assumption about the average-case complexity of those problems. A result of this kind is called an amplification of hardness result, because it "amplifies" a worst-case hardness assumption to an average-case one. The second step, already established ten years earlier by Nisan and Wigderson [44] is a proof that the average-case assumption suffices to construct a certain very strong pseudorandom generator, and that the pseudorandom generator suffices to simulate deterministically in polynomial time every polynomial time probabilistic algorithm.
In conclusion, assuming the truth of a plausible complexity-theoretic assumption, every polynomial time probabilistic algorithm can be "derandomized," including the approximation algorithms based on the method of Sinclair and Jerrum. Furthermore, under the same assumption, a large class of applications of the probabilistic method in combinatorics can be turned into explicit constructions. 4 A bipartite graph is a triple G = (U, V, E) where U, V are disjoint sets of vertices and E ⊆ U × V is a set of edges. A perfect matching is a subset M ⊆ E such that for every u ∈ U there is precisely one v ∈ V such that (u, v) ∈ M , and vice versa. 5 More generally, Yao showed that X can be "one-way permutations exist," see 5 for more details. The assumption about integer factorization implies the existence of one-way permutations, provided that we restrict ourselves to "Blum integers."
We give some more details about the Impagliazzo Wigderson theorem in Section 6. The reader is also referred to the excellent survey paper of Impagliazzo [28] in the proceedings of the last ICM.
It is remarkable that many of the "predictions" coming from this theory have been recently validated unconditionally: Agrawal et al. [1] have developed a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for testing primality and Reingold [53] has developed a deterministic O(log n) memory algorithm for undirected graph connectivity. One can read about such developments elsewhere in these proceedings.
Here is an example of a question that is still open and that has a positive answer under the complexity-theoretic assumption used in the Impagliazzo-Wigderson work:
• Is there a deterministic algorithm that, on input an integer n, runs in time polynomial in log n and return a prime between n and 2n?
When Randomness is Necessary
Suppose that, in a distant future, someone proves the assumption used in the Impagliazzo-Wigderson work, so that we finally have an unconditional polynomial time derandomization of all probabilistic algorithm. Would this be the end of the use of randomness in computer science? The answer is no, for at least two reasons.
One reason is that such derandomization would probably not be practical. At a broad qualitative level, we consider polynomial-time algorithms as "efficient" and super-polynomial-time algorithms as "inefficient," and then such a result would establish the deep fact that "efficient" probabilistic algorithms and "efficient" deterministic algorithms have the same power. If the derandomization, however, causes a considerable (albeit polynomial) slow-down, and if it turns a practical probabilistic algorithm into an impractical deterministic one, then the probabilistic algorithm will remain the best choice in applications.
A more fundamental reason is that there are several applications in computer science where the use of randomness is unavoidable. For example, consider the task of designing a secure cryptographic protocol in a setting where all parties behave deterministically.
These observations lead us to consider the problem of generating randomness to be used in probabilistic algorithms, cryptographic protocols, and so on. Such generation begins by measuring a physical phenomenon that is assumed to be unpredictable (such as a sequence of physical coin flips) and that will be called a random source in the following. Typically, one has access to random sources of very poor quality, and converting such measurements into a sequence of independent and unbiased random bits is a difficult problem. In Section 8 we discuss various approaches and impossibility results about this problem, leading to the definition of seeded randomness extractor due to Nisan and Zuckerman [86, 45] .
Seeded randomness extractors have an amazing number of applications in computer science, often completely unrelated to the original motivation of extracting random bits from physical sources. They are related to hash functions, to pseudorandom graphs, to error-correcting codes and they are useful in complexity theory to prove, among other things, negative results for the approximability of optimization problems.
Ironically, the problem of generating high-quality random bits for cryptographic application is not satisfactorily solved by seeded randomness extractor (even though it was the original motivation for the research program that led to their definition). Seedless randomness extractors are needed for such application, and their theory is still being developed.
Connections
So far, we have discussed (i) the power of probabilistic methods, (ii) the conditional results proving that all probabilistic algorithms have a polynomial-time derandomization under complexity assumption, and (iii) the use of seeded randomness extractor to unconditionally run probabilistic algorithms in a setting in which only a weak source of randomness is available.
In Section 8 we describe a recently discovered connection between (ii) and (iii) and, more generally, between conditional results proved in the computational theory of pseudorandomness and unconditional explicit constructions of combinatorial objects.
One connection is between error-correcting codes and "hardness amplification" result. This connection has led to the application of coding-theoretic techniques in the study of average-case complexity.
It is also possible to use complexity-theoretic techniques to build error-correcting codes, but so far this approach has not been competitive with previously known coding-theoretic techniques.
The second connection is between pseudorandom generators and seeded randomness extractors. This connection has led to improvements in both setting.
Various impossibility results are known for error-correcting codes and randomness extractors. Via these connections, they imply impossibility results for hardness amplification and conditional derandomization. In Section 7 we discuss approaches to sidestep these negative results.
Pseudorandom Objects: Codes and Graphs
In this section we introduce two examples of very useful combinatorial objects whose existence easily follows from the probabilistic method: error-correcting codes and expander graphs. Explicit constructions of such objects are also known.
Error-Correcting Codes
Consider the process of picking a random set S ⊆ {0, 1} n of size 2 k , k < n. If, say, k = n/2, then it is easy to show that there is an absolute constant δ > 0 such that, with high probability, every two elements u, v ∈ S differ in at least δn coordinates. By a more careful estimate, we can also see that there is an absolute constant c such that, for every ǫ > 0, it is likely that every two elements of S differ in at least (1/2 − ǫ)n coordinates with high probability, provided k ≤ cǫ 2 n. For reasons that will be clear shortly, let us change our perspective slightly, and consider the (equivalent) process of picking a random injective function C : {0, 1} k → {0, 1} n : clearly the same bounds apply.
For two strings u, v ∈ {0, 1} n , the Hamming distance between u and v (denoted d H (u, v)) is the number of coordinates where u and v differ, that is
Definition 2.1 (Error-correcting code). We say that C :
This concept is due to Hamming [25] . Error-correcting codes are motivated by the following scenario. Suppose we, the sender, have a k-bit message M ∈ {0, 1} k that we want to transmit to a receiver using an unreliable channel that introduces errors, and suppose we have a (n, k, d)-code C.
Then we can compute c = C(M ) and transmit c over the channel. The receiver gets a string c ′ , which is a corrupted version of c, and looks for the message
. If the channel introduces fewer than d/2 errors, then the receiver correctly reconstructs M . 6 Keeping this application in mind, for every given k, we would like to construct (n, k, d) codes where d is as large as possible (because then the receiver can tolerate more errors) and n is as small as possible (so that we do not have to communicate a very long encoding). Furthermore, we would like C() and the decoding procedure run by the receiver to be computable by efficient algorithms.
One trade-off between the parameters is that
. Keeping in mind that the number of errors that can be corrected is at most d/2, this means that the receiver can correctly reconstruct the message only if the number of errors is at most
It is possible to do better if we are willing to settle for the notion of "list-decodability," introduced by Elias [17] .
Definition 2.2 (List-decodable code). We say that
Here the idea is that we send, as before, the encoding C(M ) of a message M . The receiver gets a string u and computes the list of all possible messages
, then the list is guaranteed to be of length at most L, and if the channel introduces at most δn errors then our message is guaranteed to be in the list.
Using the probabilistic method, it is easy to show the existence of (L, 1/2 − ǫ)-list decodable codes C : {0, 1} k → {0, 1} n for every k and ǫ, where n = O(kǫ −2 ) and L = O(ǫ −2 ). It was also known how to define efficiently encodable codes with good (but not optimal) parameters. It took, however, 40 years until Sudan [66] defined the first efficient list-decoding algorithm for such codes. Sudan's algorithm suffices to define (
for every k, ǫ, and the codes are encodable and list-decodable in time polynomial in n. This means that even if the channel introduces close to n/2 errors, it is still possible for the receiver to gain considerable information about the message. (Namely, the fact that the message is one out of a small list of possibilities.) Other list-decoding algorithms are now known, but they are beyond the scope of this survey. See Sudan's survey [67] , Guruswami's thesis [23] and two recent breakthrough papers [46, 24] . 6 It is also easy to see that this analysis is tight. If there are two messages M, M ′ such that dH(C(M ), C(M ′ )) = d, and we send M , then it is possible that even a channel that introduces only d/2 errors can fool the receiver into thinking that we sent M ′ .
Expander Graphs
Consider the process of picking at random a graph according to the G n,
distribution is the uniform distribution over the set of 2 ( n 2 ) graphs over n vertices.) A simple calculation shows that for every two disjoint sets of vertices A, B there are 1 2 ± o n (1) |A||B| edges with one endpoint in A and one endpoint in B. Chung, Graham and Wilson [15] call a family of graphs satisfying the above properties a family of quasi-random graphs, and prove that six alternative definitions of quasi-randomness are all equivalent. Explicit constructions of quasirandom graphs are known, and the notion has several applications in combinatorics. (See the recent survey paper by Krivelevich and Sudakov [37] .) Consider now a process where we randomly generate an n-vertex graph where every vertex has degree at most d (think of d as a fixed constant and n as a parameter), for example, consider the process of picking d perfect matchings and then taking their union. Then it is possible to show that for every two disjoint sets of vertices A, B there are (1))n vertices. Furthermore, expander graphs have small diameter, it is possible to find several short edge-disjoint paths between any two vertices, and so on. There are other possible definitions of expanders, which are related but not equivalent. In one possible (and very useful) definition, expansion is measured in terms of the eigenvalue gap of the adjacency matrix of the graph (see e.g. the discussion in [37] ). For this definition, Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak [41] provide an optimal explicit construction. Another possible measure is the edge expansion of the graph. Optimal explicit constructions for this measure are not known, but considerable progress is made in [13, 3] .
Randomness Extractor
Randomness extractors are procedures originally designed to solve the problem of generating truly random bits. As we will see, randomness extractors can be seen as a sort of pseudorandom graphs, they can be constructed using techniques from the field of pseudorandomness, and they are tightly related to constructions error-correcting codes, expanders and other random-like combinatorial objects.
Generating Random Bits
In order to generate random bits in practice, one starts by measuring a physical phenomenon that is assumed to contain randomness. 7 For example, in many computer systems one starts by collecting statistics on the user's keystrokes or mouse movement, or on the latency time of disk access, and so on. This raw data, which is assumed to contain some amount of entropy, is then passed to a "hash function," and the output of the function is assumed to be a sequence of truly random bits. Such systems, widely used in practice, are typically not validated by any rigorous analysis.
In a mathematical modeling of this situation, we have a random variable X, representing our 7 We will not get into the physical and philosophical problems raised by such assumption. physical measurement, ranging, say, over {0, 1} n . We would like to construct a function Ext : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} m such that, by making as little assumptions on X as possible, we can prove that Ext(X) is distributed uniformly over {0, 1} m , or at least it is approximately so.
Von Neumann [82] studied a version of this problem where X is a sequence of independent and identically distributed biased coin tosses. The independence assumption is crucially used. The general problem was extensively studied in computer science in the 1980s [55, 80, 79, 78, 14, 16] . Notably, the goal was to define a single function Ext that would work for as large as possible a class of distributions X. An early conclusion was that the extraction problem is impossible [55] , as defined above, even if just very weak forms of dependencies between different bits are allowed in the distribution of X. Two approaches have been considered to circumvent this impossibility.
1. One approach is to consider a model with a small number of mutually independent random variables X 1 , . . . , X k , each satisfying weak randomness requirements. This line of work, initiated in [55, 80, 14] , saw no progress for a long time, until recent work by Barak et al. [7] made possible by a breakthrough in additive combinatorics [12, 36] . This is now a very active area of research [8, 53, 11, 87, 48] with connections to other areas of combinatorics.
2. The other approach, initiated in [79] , is to stick to the model of a single sample X and to consider the following question: suppose we have a randomized algorithm A (that is correct with high probability given the ability to make truly random choices) and suppose we have an input x. Can we efficiently find what is the most probable output of A(x)?
The Definition of Randomness Extractors
To formalize approach (2), it is convenient to think of a probabilistic algorithm A() as having two inputs: a "random" input r and a "regular" input I. We say that "A computes a function f with high probability" if, for every
where the probability is taken with respect to the uniform distribution over bit strings r of the proper length. 8 Let U n denote a random variable uniformly distributed over {0, 1} n .
Suppose that our algorithm A requires m truly random bits to process a given input x. Furthermore, suppose that we can define a function Ext : {0, 1} n ×{0, 1} d → {0, 1} m such that if X is our physical source and U d is uniformly distributed over {0,
Here is a way to simulate A() using X: (i) get a sample x ∼ X, (ii) for every s ∈ {0, 1} d , compute a s := A(Ext(x, s), I), (iii) output the most common value among the a s .
It is now easy to show that the above algorithm computes f (I) with probability at least .8, over the choice of X. This is because P [A(Ext(U d , X), I) = f (I)] ≥ .9 and so
The running time of our simulation of A is 2 d times the running time of A, which is polynomial in the running time of A provided that d is logarithmic.
For this reasoning to work, it is not necessary that Ext(X, U d ) be distributed exactly uniformly, but it is enough if it approximates the uniform distribution in an appropriate technical sense. If X and Y are two random variables taking values in Ω, then we define their variational distance (also called statistical distance as
We will sometimes call sets T ⊆ Ω statistical tests. If ||X − Y || SD ≤ ǫ then we say that X is ǫ-close to Y .
We say that Ext :
Vazirani and Vazirani [79] provided extractors for a certain class of distributions. (Their terminology was different.) Zuckerman [86] was the first to show that extractors exist for a very general class of distributions. Define the min-entropy of X as H∞(X) := min a log 2
. If H∞(X) ≥ k, then we say that X is a k-source.
The definition is implicit in [86] . The term extractor was coined in [45] . The term "seeded" refer to the truly random input of length d, which is called a seed. From now, we will refer to seeded extractors as simply "extractors." [83] prove that one can derive expanders with very strong "edge expansion" from extractors.
Radakrishnan and Ta-Shma show that, in every extractor, d ≥ log(n − k) + 2 log(1/ǫ) − O(1) and that m ≤ k + d − O(1). Non-constructively, one can show that such bounds are achievable up to the additive constant factor, but explicit constructions are difficult. We will discuss explicit constructions later.
Applications
Randomness extractors have several applications, some of which are described below. See the tutorial by Salil Vadhan [76] and the survey by Ronen Shaltiel [57] for more examples and a broader discussion.
Simulation of randomized algorithms. Suppose we a randomized algorithm A that on input I computes f (I) with probability, say, .9, and suppose that Ext is a (k ′ , 1/4) extractor and that X is a k-source. As before, let us sample x ∼ X and compute A(Ext(x, s), I) for every s and output the majority value. Let B be the set of x such that the algorithm fails. If |B| ≥ 2 k ′ , then consider a random variable Y uniformly distributed over B. It has entropy k, so Ext(Y, U d ) should be 1/4-close to uniform. Consider the statistical test T defined as
Then P [U n ∈ T ] ≥ .9 by assumption and P [Ext(Y, U d ) ∈ T ] ≤ 1/2 by construction. This would contradict Ext being an extractor. We then conclude that |B| ≤ 2 k ′ , and so that probability that our algorithm fails is at most
This is very useful even in a setting in which we assume access to a perfect random source. In such a case, by using n truly random bits we achieve an error probability that is only 2 k ′ −n . Note that, in order to achieve the same error probability by running the algorithm several times independently we would have used O((n − k ′ ) · m) random bits instead of n.
Other applications. Randomness extractors are also very useful in settings where we assume a fully random distribution, say, over n bits, that is unknown to us, except for some partial information whose entropy is at most n − k bits. Then the distribution of the unknown string conditioned on our knowldge still has entropy at least k. If an extractor is applied to the unknown string, then the output of the extractor will be uniformly distributed even conditioned on our knowledge. In other words, our knowledge in useless in gaining any information about the output of the extractor.
This approach is used in the cryptographic settings of privacy amplification and everlasting security and in the design of pseudorandom generators for space-bounded algorithms. See [39, 77] and the references therein for the application to everlasting security and [45, 30, 51] for the application to pseudorandom generators.
Circuit Complexity
In order to discuss the computational approach to pseudorandomness we need to define a measure of efficiency for algorithms. We will informally talk about the "running time" of an algorithm on a given input without giving a specific definition. The reader can think of it as the number of elementary operations performed by an implementation of the algorithm on a computer. A more formal definition would be the number of steps in a Turing machine implementation of the algorithm. (See e.g. [64] for a definition of Turing machine.)
We say that a set L ⊆ {0, 1} * is decidable in time t(n) if there is an algorithm that on input x ∈ {0, 1} n decides in time ≤ t(n) whether x ∈ L.
We are also interested in a more "concrete" measure of complexity, called circuit complexity. For integers n and i ≤ n, define the set P i,n := {(a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ {0, 1} n : a i = 1}. We say that a set S ⊆ {0, 1} n has a circuit of size K if there is a sequence of sets S 1 , . . . , S K such that: (i) S K = S and (ii) each S j is either a set P i,n , or it is the complement of a set S h , h < j, or it is the union S h ∪ S ℓ of two sets, with h, ℓ < j or it is the intersection S h ∩ S ℓ of two sets, with h, k < j. We say that a function f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} has a circuit of size K if it is the characteristic function of a set that has a circuit of size K.
The circuit complexity of a set S is the minimum K such that S has a circuit of size K. (Similarly for boolean functions.)
It is easy to see that there are subsets of {0, 1} n whose circuit complexity is at least c 2 n n for some constant c > 0: if a set has circuit complexity at most K, then it can described by using only O(K log K) bits, and so there are 2 O(K log K) sets of circuit complexity at most K. If this number is less than 2 2 n then there exists a set of circuit complexity larger than K. Indeed, by the same argument, a random set has circuit complexity at least c 2 n n with very high probability. If L ⊆ {0, 1} * is a set decidable in time t(n), then for every n there is a circuit of size O((t(n)) 2 ) for L ∩ {0, 1} n . This implies that in order to prove lower bounds on the running time of algorithms for a given decision problem it is enough to prove lower bounds to the circuit complexity of finite fragments of it. 9 So far, there has been very little success in proving circuit complexity lower bounds for "explicit sets," such as sets in NP. The strongest known lower bound is 5n [38, 32] , and even an n log n lower bound is considered hopelessly out of reach of current techniques. This is perhaps surprising given the simplicity of the definition of circuit complexity. The definition looks like a finite version of the definition of complexity for Borel sets, and one may hope that one could transfer techniques from topology to this setting. Sipser describes this idea in [62, 63] , but, unfortunately, so far it has not led to any lower bound for general circuits.
Complexity theorists' failure to prove strong circuit lower bounds is partly explained by a famous paper by Razborov and Rudich [52] . They describe a general class of approaches to lower bounds, that they call "natural proofs." Razborov and Rudich show that all known methods to prove lower bounds for restricted classes of circuits yield natural proofs, but that (under certain complexity-theoretic assumptions) natural proofs cannot prove lower bounds for general circuits. The complexity theoretic assumption is itself about circuit lower bounds, and it is used to construct certain pseudorandom generators. The pseudorandom generators, in turn, imply the impossibility result. Somewhat inaccurately, the Razborov-Rudich result can be summarized as:
Circuit lower bounds are difficult to prove because they are true.
Pseudorandom Generators and Their Application to Derandomization
Informally, a pseudorandom generator is an efficiently computable map G : {0, 1} t → {0, 1} m , where m is much bigger than t, such that, for a uniformly selected x ∈ {0, 1} t , the distribution G(x) is pseudorandom, that is, it "looks like" the uniform distribution over {0, 1} m . We begin by describing how to formalize the notion of a distribution "looking like" the uniform distribution, and, more generally, the notion of two distributions "looking like" one other.
Recall thatr we use U n to denote a random variable that is uniformly distributed in {0, 1} n .
Ideally, we would like to say that G() is a good pseudorandom generator if G(U t ) and U m are close in statistical distance. Then, as we already discussed in Section 3, every application in which m truly random bits are needed could be realized using the output of the generator (with a small 9 The converse is not true: one can have undecidable sets of bounded circuit complexity.
increase in the probability of error). Unfortunately, this is too strong a definition: consider the statistical test T defined to be the set of all possible outputs of G.
The great idea that came from the work of Blum, Goldwasser, Micali and Yao in 1982 [22, 9, 84] was to modify the notion of statistical distance by considering only efficiently computable statistical tests.
Definition 5.1 (Computational Indistinguishability). Two distributions µ X and µ Y over {0, 1} m are (K, ǫ)-indistinguishable if for every set T ⊆ {0, 1} m of circuit complexity at most K,
The following definition is due to Nisan and Wigderson [44] .
Definition 5.3 (Quick Pseudorandom Generator).
Suppose that for every n there is a G n : {0, 1} t(n) → {0, 1} n that is (n 2 , 1/n)-pseudorandom, and that there is an algorithm G that, given n, s, computes
Suppose that an O(log n)-quick pseudorandom generator (abbreviated logQPRG) exists, and suppose that f is a function and A is a polynomial time randomized algorithm that computes f with probability at least 3/4. We now describe a derandomization of algorithm A.
Let I be an input, and let m be the number of random bits used by A on input I. Let K be an efficiently computable upper bound to the circuit complexity pf T := {r : A(r, I) = f (I)}. Choose n to be large enough so that: (i) n 2 ≥ K, (ii) n ≥ m, and (iii) n ≥ 5. Because of our assumption that A runs in polynomial time, n is polynomial in the length of I. 10 Now, compute A(G n (s), I) for each s, and output the value that is returned most often. This completes the description of a polynomial time deterministic algorithms
Regarding correctness, we assumed P [A(U m , I) = f (I)] ≥ 3 4 , and so
Otherwise, the set T = {r : A(r, I) = f (I)} contradicts the pseudorandomness of G n . Something similar can be done if A is only guaranteed to approximate f with high probability, for example if f (I) is the number of perfect matchings in the graph represented by I and A is the Jerrum-SinclairVigoda probabilistic approximation algorithm for this problem [33] . The only difference is that we take the median of the outputs instead of the most common one.
The applications of logQPRGs to the probabilistic method is as follows. Suppose that:
10 It should be noted that we may not know how to construct a circuit for T , because it seems that to construct such a circuit we need to know f (I). In order to compute a polynomially bounded upper bounds to the circuit complexity of T , however, we just need to find out how large is the circuit for T that we would be able to build if we knew f (I).
• For every n, we have a set Ω n of "objects of size n" (for example, graphs with n vertices and maximum degree d, where d is a fixed constant). It is convenient to assume the sets Ω n to be disjoint.
• We define P ⊆ n Ω n to be the set of interesting objects that we would like to construct. (For example, expander graphs.)
• Property P is computable in polynomial time. That is, there is an algorithm that given n and x ∈ Ω n runs in time polynomial in n and determines whether x ∈ P .
• The probabilistic method proves that such graphs exist and are "abundant." That is, for every n, we define a probability distribution µ n over Ω n and we prove that Px∼Ω n [x ∈ P ] ≥ 1 2 . (The constant 1/2 is not important.)
• The distributions µ n are polynomial time samplable. That is, there is a probabilistic algorithm A that, given n, generates in time polynomial in n a sample from µ n .
This formalization captures the way the probabilistic method is typically used in practice, with the exception of the efficient computability of P , which sometimes is not true. (For example, in the problem of finding lower bounds for R(k, k).) Finally, suppose that a logQPRG exists. Given n here is how we construct an element in P ∩ Ω n . Let m be the number of random bits used by A to sample an element of µ n , and let K be an upper bound to the size of a circuit for the set T := {r : A(n, r) ∈ P }. As before, we can use the assumption that A is computable in polynomial time and P is decidable in polynomial time to conclude that m and K are upper bounded by polynomials in n. Let N be large enough so that N (N, s) ) for every s, and let s 0 be such that A(n, G N (N, s 0 )) ∈ P . Such an s 0 must exist, otherwise T contradicts the pseudorandomness of G N . Output A(n, G N (N, s 0 )).
Conditional Constructions of Pseudorandom Generators
Blum and Micali [9] construct n o(1) QPRGs, according to a slightly different definition, assuming a specific number-theoretic assumption. Yao [84] proves that the Blum-Micali definition is equivalent to a definition based on indistinguishability and constructs n o(1) QPRGs under the more general assumption that one-way permutations exist. Yao [84] also recognizes that n o(1) QPRGs imply a 2 n o(1) derandomization of every probabilistic algorithm.
Blum, Micali and Yao do not use the parametrization that we adopted in the definition of quick pseudorandom generators. In the cryptographic applications that motivate their work, it is important that the generator be computable in time polynomial in the length of the output (rather than exponential in the length of the input), and, if m is the length of the output, one desires (S(m), ǫ(m))-pseudorandomness where S(m) and 1/ǫ(m) are super-polynomial in m. Their constructions satisfy these stronger requirements.
Håstad et al. [26] show that the weaker assumption that one-way functions exist suffices to construct n o(1) QPRGs. Their construction satisfies the stronger requirements of [9, 84] . We do not define one-way permutations and one-way functions here and we refer the interested reader to Goldreich's monograph [21] , the definitive treatment of these results.
Nisan and Wigderson [44] introduced the definition of quick pseudorandom generator that we gave in the previous section and presented a new construction that works under considerably weaker assumptions than the existence of one-way functions. 11 The Nisan-Wigderson construction also "scales" very well, and it gives more efficient QPRGs if one is willing to start from stronger assumptions. A sufficiently strong assumption implies optimal logQPRGs, and this is the only version of the Nisan-Wigderson results that we will discuss.
We first need to define a notion of average-case circuit complexity. We say that a set S ⊆ {0, 1} n is (K, ǫ)-hard on average if for every set T computable by a circuit of size ≤ K we have
where we use the notation 1 S for the characteristic function of the set S. We say that a set L ⊆ {0, 1} * is (K(n), ǫ(n))-hard on average if, for every n, L∩{0, 1} n is (K(n), ǫ(n))-hard on average. When Theorem 6.1 was announced in 1988, average-case complexity was much less understood than worst-case complexity and it was not even clear if the assumption used in the Theorem was plausible.
This motivated a long-term research program on average-case complexity. Building on work by Babai, Fortnow, Impagliazzo, Nisan and Wigderson [6, 27] , Impagliazzo and Wigderson finally proved in 1997 that the assumption of Theorem 6.1 is equivalent to a seemingly weaker worst-case assumption. 
Then there is a set
In conclusion, we have optimal logQPRG, and polynomial time derandomization of probabilistic algorithms, under the assumptions that there are problems of exponential circuit complexity that are computable in exponential time. Such an assumption is considered very plausible.
There are other applications of these techniques that we will not have space to discuss, including extensions to the case of pseudorandomness against "non-deterministic statistical tests," which imply surprising results for the Graph Isomorphism problem [35, 43] .
Impagliazzo and Wigderson derive Theorem 6.2 from the following "hardness amplification" reduction.
Theorem 7.1 (Impagliazzo and Wigderson [31] ). For every δ > 0 there are constants δ ′ > 0, c > 1, and an algorithm with the following property.
If S ⊆ {0, 1} n is a set of circuit complexity at least 2 δn , then, on input S, the algorithm outputs a set S ′ ⊆ {0, 1} cn that is (2 δ ′ n , 2 −δ ′ n ) hard on average.
Like most results in complexity theory, the proof is by contradiction: suppose we have a set T computable by a circuit of size 2 δ ′ n such that P x∼{0,1} n [1 S ′ (x) = 1 T (x)] ≥ 1/2 + 2 −δ ′ n ; then Impagliazzo and Wigderson show how to use such the circuit for T to construct a circuit for S of size 2 δn .
Phrased this way, the result has a strong coding-theoretic flavor: we can think of S as a "message," of S ′ as the "encoding" of S, of T as the "corrupted transmission" that the receiver gets, and of the process of reconstructing (a circuit for) S from (a circuit for) T as a "decoding" process. Given this perspective, introduced in [68] , it is natural to try and apply coding-theoretic algorithms to hardness amplification. In doing so, we encounter the following difficulty: viewed as a message, a set S ⊆ {0, 1} n is (or can be represented as) a bit-string of length N = 2 n , and so a polynomial time coding-theoretic algorithm that reconstructs S from a corrupted encoding of S takes time N O(1) = 2 O(n) . In Theorem 7.1, however we need to produce a circuit of size 2 δn = N δ , and so the circuit cannot simply be an implementation of the decoding algorithm.
It seems that what we need the following type of error-correcting code (we use the notation P(A) to denote the set of all subsets of a set A): a map C : P({0, 1} n ) → P({0, 1} n ′ ), with n ′ = O(n) such that there is an algorithm that given a set T ∈ P({0, 1} n ′ ) close to the encoding C(S) of a message S ∈ P({0, 1} n ′ ) and an elements a ∈ {0, 1} n determines in time at most 2 δn whether a ∈ S or not. If we think of a set S ∈ P({0, 1} n ) as simply a bit-string in {0, 1} N , N = 2 n , then we are looking for an error correcting code C : {0, 1} N → {0, 1} N ′ , with N ′ = N O(1) , such that there is an algorithm that given a string u ∈ {0, 1} N ′ close to an encoding C(x), and given an index i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, computes in time at most N δ the bit x i . It remains to specify how to "give in input" a string u of length N ′ > N to an algorithm of running time, say, N .001 : the algorithm does not even have enough time to read the input. This can be handled by modeling the input as an "oracle" for the algorithm, which is a standard notion.
The existence of error-correcting codes with this kind of "sub-linear time decoding algorithms" was well known, but the problem is that this notion is still not sufficient for the application to Theorem 7.1. The reason is that we have described a decoding algorithm that gives a unique answer and, as discussed in Section 2, such algorithms cannot recover from more than a 1/4 + o(1) fraction of errors. Theorem 7.1, however, requires us to correct from close to 1/2 fraction of errors.
In Section 2 we remarked that it is possible to do list-decoding even after almost a 1/2 fraction of errors occur. So we need a definition of sub-linear time list decoding algorithm. The definition is too technical to give here. It was formulated, for a different application, in [5] . A reasonably simple sub-linear time list-decoding algorithm tgiving a new proof Theorem 7.1 is presented in [68] . The coding-theoretic proof is considerably simpler than the original one.
The connection between error-correcting and hardness amplification also goes in the other direction: it is possible to view the techniques of [6, 27, 31] as defining list-decodable codes with sub-linear time decoding algorithm. This reverse connection has been used to transfer known known coding theoretic impossibility results to the setting of amplification of hardness.
Recall that if we want to correct from 1/2 − ǫ errors, then unique decoding is impossible. Codes that are (L, 1/2 − ǫ)-list decodable exist, but it is possible to prove that for such codes we need L = Ω(ǫ −2 ). In our proof [68] of Theorem 6.2, this is not a problem because when we realize the decoding algorithm as a circuit we can "hard-wire" into the circuit the correct choice of element from the list. Suppose, however, that we want to prove a version of Theorem 6.2 where "algorithm of running time K" replaces "circuits of size K." Then such a theorem would not follow from [68] : if we try to follow the proof we see that from a good-on-average algorithm for L ′ ∩ {0, 1} n ′ we can only construct a list of algorithms such that one of them computes L ∩ {0, 1} n correctly, and it is not clear how to choose one algorithm out of this list. 12 This problem is solved in [74] , where we do prove a version of Theorem 6.2 with "probabilistic algorithm" in place of "circuit."
Viola [81] proves that error-correcting codes cannot be computed in certain very low complexity classes, and this means that the exponentially big error-correcting code computations occurring in [68] must add a very strong complexity overhead. This means that coding-theoretic techniques cannot prove a version of Theorem 6.2 where "computable in time 2 O(n) " is replaced by "computable in NP." Indeed, it remains a fundamental open question whether a theorem showing equivalence of worst-case complexity and average-case complexity in NP can be proved. Results of [19, 10] show that this is unlikely.
Impagliazzo [28] wonders about a positive use of the fact that amplification of hardness results imply error-correcting codes, and whether the techniques of [6, 27, 31] would lead to practical errorcorrecting codes. We explore this question in [71] , focusing on an optimization of the techniques of [27] , but our results are far from being competitive with knwon constructions and algorithms of list-decodable codes. On the other hand, our work in refining the techniques of [27] , while not successful in deriving good coding-theoretic applications, has led to interesting applications within complexity theory [71, 73] .
Extractors and Pseudorandom Generators
We now come to what is perhaps the most surprising result of this survey, the fact that (the proofs of) Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 directly lead to unconditional constructions of extractors.
First, let us give a very high-level description of the pseudorandom generator construction that follows from Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.
Let L be the set of exponential circuit complexity as in the assumption of Theorem 6.2, and let m be a parameter such that we are looking to construct a generator G m : {0, 1} O(log m) → {0, 1} m whose output is (m 2 , 1/m) pseudorandom. First, we define ℓ = O(log m) such that L ∩ {0, 1} ℓ has circuit complexity at least m c , for a certain absolute constant c. Then we define our generator as
, where IW m (S, z) is a procedure that takes in input a set S ⊆ {0, 1} ℓ and a string z ∈ {0, 1} O(log m) , output a string in {0, 1} m , and it is such that if S has circuit complexity at least m c then IW m (S, U O(log m) ) is (m 2 , 1/m) pseudorandom. Proving that IW m (·, ·) has this property is of course quite complicated, but the general outline is as follows. As usual we proceed by contradiction, and start from a statistical test T of circuit complexity at most m 2 such that, supposedly,
1 m Then we modify the circuit for T and build a new circuit for S of size < m c , thus contradicting the hypothesis.
The analysis, indeed, proves a more general result. We will need some additional definitions before stating this more general result. For sets T ⊆ {0, 1} m and S ⊆ {0, 1} ℓ , we say that S has a circuit with T -gates of size K if there is a sequence of sets S 1 , . . . , S m such that S m = S, and each S j is either a set of the form P i,n , or it is the complement of a set S h h < j, or it is the union or the intersection of two sets S h , S h ′ with h, h ′ < j, or it is defined as
for some h 1 , . . . , h m < j. It is not hard to show that if S has a circuit with T -gates of size K 1 , and T has a regular circuit of size K 2 , then S has a regular circuit of size at most
With these definitions in place we can be more specific about the analysis in [44, 31] : the analysis shows that if S ⊆ {0, 1} ℓ and T ⊆ {0, 1} m are two arbitrary sets such that
then there is a circuit with T -gates for S of size < m c−2 . (Note that this implies our previous statement.)
Here is the main idea in [70] : suppose that we have access to a weak random source, that is, a random variable X taking values in {0, 1} n and having min-entropy at least k. Suppose that n = 2 ℓ . Then we can, equivalently, see X as being distributed over P({0, 1} ℓ ), the set of all subsets of {0, 1} ℓ . What can we say about the distribution of IW m (X, U O(log m) )? We claim that, if k is large enough, the distribution IW m (X, U O(log m) ) is close in statistical distance to the uniform distribution; in other words, IW m (·, ·) is an extractor.
Let us see how to prove this by contradiction. Let T be a statistical test such that
and call a set S ∈ P({0, 1} ℓ ) bad if
Let B be the set of all bad sets. Then, by Markov's inequality,
and since X has min-entropy k we have |B| ≥ 2 k−log m−1 . On the other hand, if S is bad, then there is a circuit with T -gates of size at most m c−2 that computes S. 
If we look more closely at how IW m (S, z) is defined, we see that (especially if we use the [68] proof of Theorem 6.2) it can be seen as IW m (S, z) := N W m (C(S), z), where C() is an errorcorrecting code and N W m is the relatively simple pseudorandom generator construction of Nisan and Wigderson. For the application to derandomization, it is important that C() be a "sub-linear time list-decodable" error-correcting code. In order for our argument about randomness extraction to work, however, it is sufficient that C() be an arbitrary list-decodable code, and not even a polynomial time list-decoding algorithm is needed. This means that one can get extractors by using standard error-correcting codes and the simple Nisan-Wigderson generator. The resulting construction is described and analysed in [70] in about two pages and, at the time, it was the best known extractor construction, improving over very technical previous work.
What makes these calculations work is the intuition that the proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 prove more than the intended statement. In particular, the proof works if we replace "circuit complexity" with "description complexity" which what we exploited in the previous argument. See [70] for further discussion of this point.
The connection with pseudorandomness and the general idea of analysing an extractor by finding short descriptions of the output of the source based on a hyptothetical statistical test (the so-called "reconstruction method" to analyse extractors) has led to remarkable advances in extractor constructions in the past five years, together with other ideas. The best distillation of the reconstruction method is in [58] , providing a near-optimal and simple construction of extractors. 13 The extractor motivation has also led to improvements in pseudorandom generator constructions, see [58, 75] . Currently, the best known extractor construction [40] uses the notion of "condenser" introduced in [69, 54] and a combination of several components, one of which is analysed with the reconstruction method. The extractors of Lu et al. [40] is almost best possible.
Conclusions
We have discussed how, starting from worst-case complexity assumptions, it is possible to construct very strong pseudorandom generators, and derive conditional derandomization results for all probabilistic algorithms.
What about proving circuit lower bounds and deriving unconditional derandomization results? The results of Razborov and Rudich [52] show that a significant departure from current techniques will be required to prove such lower bounds. What about deriving derandomization results without proving lower bounds? Impagliazzo, Kabanets and Wigderson [29] prove that any general derandomization result implies circuit lower bound. 14 Short of proving such elusive circuit lower bounds, we should test the prediction of the theory and look for polynomial time deterministic versions of known probabilistic polynomial time algorithms. The four most important probabilistic algorithms (or collections of algorithms) are: primality testing, graph connectivity using random walks, polynomial identity testing, and algorithms for approximate counting. Primality testing and graph connectivity using random walks have been derandomized [1, 53] . Kabanets and Impagliazzo [34] prove that any derandomized polynomial identity testing algorithms implies circuit lower bounds. 15 The possibility of derandomizing approximate counting algorithms with current techniques is quite open. Here is perhaps the simplest question: given an n-variable boolean formula in disjunctive normal form and ǫ > 0, compute in time polynomial in the size of the formula and in 1/ǫ an approximation to the number of satisfying assignments up to an additive error ≤ 2 n ǫ. See [42] for a nearly polynomial time deterministic algorithm for this problem.
The construction of an optimal (seeded) extractor with parameters matching the known lower bounds remains an elusive open question. It would also be interesting to match the parameters of [40] with a simpler construction.
There has been very exciting recent progress towards constructing good seedless extractors for independent sources, and for the related problem of constructing bipartite Ramsey graphs [8, 11] . The broader area of seedless extractor constructions for general classes of distributions has seen much recent progress. In the long run, we would expect this research to define simple and powerful seedless extractors working for a wide and natural class of distributions. Such extractors would be very useful in practice, giving a principled approach to the production of random bits for cryptographic applications.
